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Hook
Every day they picking on me
I	
   get stronger
	
  
	
  every morning
Cause all it is is lies, all they tell is lies.
And everyday they talk about me
I don't worry, I don't worry
Cause I know it's more in life
And I Will Arise!
Verse 1
It starts in the morning
Waking up
Dreading for this 30 minute teasing on the bus
First they start throwing things
Then come the insults
God, I know this isn’t all I was meant for
Thinking to myself as I stare out this window
Get to school and it still don't stop though
First period bell rings and the hurt grows
Couple of girls always passing notes
On the low though
Drawing funny pictures
Like that's me in the photo
Making fun how I dress
Talking ‘bout my clothes no
I don't understand why me no control no
Diary, only person I done ever told though
If had a chance I would show them
All my scars
The ones in my mind and the ones on my heart
The pillow case that’s full from the nights I cried
From all the pain I done felt deep inside
But I Will Arise, yeah I Will Arise
I just close my eyes and I Will Arise
Tomorrow, there’ll be sunshine
There'll be sunshine, there’ll be sunshine
Hook
Every day they picking on me
I get stronger every morning
Cause all it is is lies, all they tell is lies.
And everyday they talk about me
I don't worry, I don't worry
Cause I know it's more in life
And I Will Arise!

Verse 2
Lunch starts up but it don't stop
Not only do I eat alone
Got a lunchbox
So they got jokes
Call me ugly
And they judge me
I just need a friend
Somebody there for (to) me hug me
Get on Facebook and I swear the same thing
Somebody told me I should go and drink bleach
I don't got a plan, I don't know what I can do
Every day the same, I just want it to be new
If I had a chance I would show you all my scars
The ones in my mind and the ones on my heart
The pillow case that’s full from the nights I've cried
From all the pain I done felt deep inside
But I Will Arise, I Will Arise
Hook
Every day they picking on me
I get stronger every morning
Cause all it is is lies, all they tell is lies.
And everyday they talk about me
I don't worry, I don't worry
Cause I know it's more in life
And I Will Arise!
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